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What is a Hex Editor?



A hex editor (or binary file editor or byte editor) 
is a type of computer program that allows for 
manipulation of the fundamental binary data 
that constitutes a computer file. The name 
'hex' comes from 'hexadecimal': the standard 
numerical format for representing binary data. 
(FlexHex.com)



Things to Know
Binary File- a computer file that is not a text file. It can 
contain any type of data. It is encoded in binary form for 
computer storage and processing purposes. 

Binary- A system of numerical notation that has 2 rather 
than 10 as a base.

Hexadecimal- Relating to or using a system of numerical 
notation that has 16 rather than 10 as its base.



What can you do with Hex Editor? 

● A user you can see raw contents of a file
● You can also correct any data that's 

corrupted
● Find out A File Type
● Game Hacking



Finds value in what would normally be considered a defect.

Can be used to generate images that feature 
unconventional beauty.

The process is often as important as the result.

Has artists work directly with the material of the piece, 
rather than what it represents.

Impact



    Examples of Art









     Tyler’s Glitch Art _





If you look up the meaning of the word “glitch”, it is a fault 
or a defect. Knowing this, I chose the image I did because it 
contained a beautiful model. She is not perfect, nobody is, 
but she is beautiful. It is the imperfections that make her 
beautiful. I used the hex editor to manipulate her picture 
and cause a fault in its coding. By taking an already 
beautiful picture and to purposely cause glitching, I 
attempted to create an interesting result that displays a 
quality of beauty we might not be used to thinking about. To 
create my image, I deleted sections of the hexadecimal and 
copied and pasted them into other parts of it.   



Luzmary’s Glitch Art



Before                       After



Alexis’ Glitch Art





Deshawn’s Glitch Art

    




